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CHAPTER

I

A MATTER OF DEFINITION
Ever since the first World War, I have been speaking and
writing about socialism. Yet I should be reluctant to give an earnest
inquirer of today my earlier pamphlets without , a fairly extensive
explanation.
To say this is by no means to repudiate what I have written.
It is to acknowledge the importance of new problems and of the
light shed on old problems by the developments of these tumultuous years. The plain truth is that here in America more measures
once praised or denounced as socialist have been adopted than once
I should have thought possible short of a socialist victory at the
polls. But socialism itself is under sharper attack, and the organized
socialist movement is much weaker; than during Mitchell Palmer's
anti-red raids in the administratIon of that intolerant liberal,
Woodrow Wilson.
For this situation, one occasionally hears the easy explanation
that the people, in their wisdom, through the medium of those
strange aggregations, the Democratic and Republican parties, have
adequately reformed American capitalism by choosing what was
good in the socialist program and rejecting the rest. This explanation is too optimistic an appraisal of the process and of :the end
result. The extravagant eulogies of "the American way of life,"
and the more extravagant attacks on socialism, by no means arise
out of satisfied contentment that we Americans have achieved the
best of possible worlds for ourselves and our children. Our present
level of prosperity is indeed relatively high. But it is an uneasy
prosperity, bound up with an arms economy and attended by considerable inflation, high taxes and many fears.
It is doubtful if any generation of men ever lived in a society
whose economic slogans and theories so ill conformed to realities.
The outstanding proof is of course the current explanation of
American capitalism in terms of ','free enterprise," which, in its
old fashioned sense, scarcely exists. An attempt to re-establish it
would be fought with equal fury by the farm bloc, the labor unions
and most great corporations. But it 'm ust be admitted that some
traditional socialist criticism of it are almost equally wide of the
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facts. Our social myths are at variance from the economic realities.
Certain explanations of the current unpopularity of socialism
are obvious. High powered propagandists do not let the people
forget that Hitler's infamous party called itself Nationalist Socialist.
They keep ever before us Stalin's claim to have achieved socialism,
on the road to communism, in his slave state, the U.S.S.R.
Great Britain's democratic socialism has often been deliberately
and outrageously described as inevitably leading to Russian communism. And Britain's economic plight, following World War II,
has been charged to socialism, although it was an obvious consequence of war and even more fundamentally of the failures of the
capitalist nationalist system which socialism had come into existence
to correct. Britain's problems admit no solution on a purely
nationalist level. "\tVhat British socialism has done for the workers,
once the veritable wage slaves of Britain, is magnificent.! But it
lllust be admitted that nationalization of industry in Great Britain
and elsewhere has not been the simple solution of all problems
which many socialists in their age of faith had assumed. For example, national ownership of great industries like coal mining does
not solve out of hand all strains between workers and management.

Capitalism and Freedom
Not only has socialism been lllade unpopular by the crimes
against freedom committed in its name, but the champions of
capitalism, at least American capitalism, have acquired a selfrighteous sense of virtue because they are the defenders of freedom,
of which, they assert, capitalism is the essential economic condition.
Before and after World War I, the propagandists of capitalism
were numerous and powerful. But, in my own debating experience,
they shied away from defending capitalisnl on an ethical basis.
They, especially if they accepted a Christian ethic, suffered more or
less from a guilt complex. They argued for capitalism as something
ethically less bad than the socialist said, and permitting an unspecified degree of reform. But their main insistence was on the impracticability of socialism-whose high ethics they frequently admitted-in our workaday world. With all its faults, capitalism, they
said, had given us the most prosperous nation in the world.
Today, however, the propagandists of capitalism assume great
virtue. Capitalism, they piously proclailll, guarantees a freedo111
1 Not only the wealthy, but the middle class, which has been so important
to British strength and British culture, has lost economically, absolutely, as well
as proportionately. This loss is due to the economic situation of the whole
country, not to socialist policy. For a description of the achievements of the
Labor government see British Labor as Government and as Opposition, by
Harry W. Laidler, League for Industrial Democracy, 25¢.
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which socialism, even democratic socialism, denies. And freedom
is, for their debating purposes, the beginning and the end of the
nloral law. God Himself, I gathered a while ago at a national
convention, is a Republican, the palladin of free enterprise, whose
chief function is to lead His hosts against the tyranny of godless
communism, socialism, and the welfare state. (Then, following
oratory in this vein, the Republican candidate for President promised to increase the welfare provisions for the aged and the farmers) .
This whole contention of the incompatibility of socialism and
freedom, whether stated in its crasser or more sophisticated form,
will require later examination. Here I cite it as a factor in our
problem of a satisfactory and convincing restatement of delnocratic
socialism.
DemocTatic Socialism Defined

A great part of our present confusion in understanding and
discussing socialism inheres in the matter of definition. Socialisnl
to its critics, and sometimes to its friends, has all sorts of meanings
and, consciously or unconsciously, disputants use the one convenient
to the point they immediately wish to make. For instance, in a
television discussion some time ago, my principal opponent, ~Iiss
Vivian Kellems, Connecticut Inanufacturer, argued that the income
tax was socialistic and that its adoption had launched the United
States headlong toward socialisln. On the same television panel,
however, Lawrence E. Spivak seelned to want to confine llle to a
discussion of socialism as defined in a college dictionary. The
definition went like this:
"Socialism: A theory of civil policy that ailns at the public collective ownership of land and capital, and the public
collective Inanagelnent of all industries."
That definition is misleading. The truth is that socialism,
like other great words, such as Christianity, has COlne to Inean many
and rather different things to different men. lVIy definition of modern socialisln is in line with the declarations and political actions
of democratic socialist parties during recent years. It accords with
the socialist statement on "Ainls and Tasks" which was adopted by
the Congress of socialist parties at Frankfurt, Gernlany, in 1951.
It closely parallels "Socialisnl, a New Statement of Principles,"
presented in 1952 by the British Socialist Union.
I should be willing, as a beginning, to accept the definition
given in Webster's unabridged international.
"Socialism: A political and economic theory of social
reorganization, the essential feature of which is governlnental
control of econonlic activities to the end that cOlnpetition
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shall give way to cooperation and that the opportunities of
life and the rewards of labor shall be equitably apportioned."
In accepting this definition, I should insist (I) that democratic
socialism must emphasize the necessity of democratic processes in
all government controls lest they become fascist or communist; (2)
that there is a legitimate place for some competition in a socialist
order, although the dominant principle should be cooperation, and
(3) that government control does not always and necessarily mean
government -ownership. The social ownership-not always identical
with government ownership-which socialism has always emphasized as a condition of the operation of basic economic enterprises
for the common good, is itself to true socialists a means of achieving
social ends, rather than an end in itself.
In brief, socialism is by no means a synonym for collectivism
or collective ownership. Socialism, even in its nlost materialist
Nfarxist form, has always been concerned for the good life. It has
always known and insisted that man does not live by bread alone.
It has always recognized the dignity of man and has desired for each
individual the fullest possible opportunity for developlnent. Its
goal has always been a society fit to be described as a fellowship of
free men, who will use their resources and skills no longer for war,
but for the conquest of bitter poverty and remediable disease.
However, in the historic development of socialisnl, there have
always been considerable differences of opinion on the extent to
which social ownership shoud be pushed and the way it should be
managed. We socialists in platforms and speeches have stood for
social ownership of the "basic" or the "principal" Ineans of production and distribution, or of the "commanding heights" of the
economic order. These words are not and never were self-defining.
Of recent years, the majority of American socialists have been-I
think correctly-insistent that the model for managing what is
socially owned is not the Post Office Department, but the Tennessee
Valley Authority, with provision for direct representation of workers
and consumers on it. On the other hand, Aneurin Bevan of Britain
in his book insists-I think incorrectly-that cabinet Ininisters in
Britain should have been given more authority over socialized industries. Almost all modern socialists are agreed that voluntary cooperative enterprises can and should be developed as vehicles of
social ownership with democratic management.
Two things have happened since World War I to lessen somewhat socialist insistence on state ownership. First, not only the dictatorial fascist and communist states have sharpened our fears of
the state as the master of human society, but experience with the
broadened activities of relatively democratic states like Britain and
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America has made us more aware than formerly of the dangers of a
statism-and the economic inadequacies of nationalism-against
which we must always be on guard.
At the same time that we have been learning to guard against
statism as an expression of socialism, we have learned that it has
been possible, to a degree not anticipated by most earlier socialists,
to impose desirable social controls on privately owned enterprises
by the development of social planning, by proper taxation and labor
legislation, and by the growth of powerful labor organizations.

The Case /01" Inn"eased Social Ownership
Nevertheless, there is a very strong case to be Inade-far
stronger than our American "liberals" admit-for a great extension
of social ownership in Alnerica. Even to Alexander Hamilton it
seemed reasonable that the state should own the mineral wealth
of the country. Today men and women own oil and coal and iron,
some of it miles underground. Title to the surface of the land has
given them ownership to everything valuable clear down to the
molten interior of the earth" but it cannot give them moral right to
this wealth. They did no make it; few of them on their own discovered it; they do not themselves extract it. Their competitive
ownership of it has been a terrible source of social waste. Consider
the extra wells that have been drilled lest "my neighbor drain off
my oil" through his well.
Our experience with the steel strike of 1952 is another illustration of the case for social ownership. The strike was very expensive
in terms of the loss of much needed steel. It cost the workers millions
of dollars in lost wages. Rational men could have reached the ultimate settlement weeks earlier than that settlement was made. The
public lost under the settlelnent becatise there is small doubt that
that agreement has had an inflationary effect on our econonly.
Under public ownership, the steel industry would not have to contribute large profits to private owners, and an adequate wage could
be assured without the necessity of a strike or of raising prices to
their presen t level.
There is no perfect plan which will absolutely prevent conflicts
where there are sharp differences of interest. Under any conceivable
economic order, all workers will always want higher pay for their
work and lower prices for commodities which they must buy. But
conflict could be less intense, and the appeal to cooperation for the
common good much stronger, if it were not necessary for the managers of a great industry to think primarily in terms of profits for
a predominantly absentee ownership of that industry. When an
industry affects all our lives as definitely as does the steel industry;
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when tbe decisions on wages and prices are Inade between monopolistic groups of Inanagers acting in the interest of absentee owners
and organized workers, there is a situation made to order for the
right type of public ownership. Industrial managers should be free
to act for the general public and consumers should be definitely
represented in the governing authority. The nlodern socialist sees
a great need for the social ownership of such key industries as steel,
though refusing to discuss democratic socialism in such misleading
tenns as total social ownership vs. total private ownership, and he
is constantly raising the basic question of what industries should be
transferred to l~ublic ownership, and what should be owned privately as a 1l1eanS to the attain1l1ent of Inaximllln production and
the 1l10St equitable distribution of goods.
That approach to the problcnl of public ownership is not,
I grant, the orthodox iVlarxist a pproa~: h. ~Iarx went in heavily
for collective ownership, although sllch followers of Marx as Karl
Kalltsky never insisted on the need for the ownership of all means
of production and distribution.

J)ell1u(Tatic SocialislIl and Marxism
l.'he relation of Inodern socialislll to ~Iarxisnl is a confused
onc, and a few words about it are in order. Briefly these few things
lllight bc said:
I) Socialisnl exi.sted before ~Iarx and, during the period of
lllaxi1l111111 influence of lVIarxism on socialism, the dOlninant socialisnl in English speaking countries was non-Marxist or unorthodox
~Iarxisnl. In America, the lYlarxist influence was strong, but no
candi.date for 111embership in the Anlerican Socialist Party was req uired to accept l\Iarx as infallible.
2) Karl l\Iarx and his collaborator, Friedrich Engels, in 1848
and the decades that followed, were primarily concerned with the
process by which workers would come to power and by which the
new order, socialism, would be born out of the wOlub of the old.
To the terribly exploited workers of the mid-nineteenth century,
they brought hope and a sense of destiny. They had alnazingly little
to say about how socialists should act when they obtained power
in the state. That is one reason that orthodox lVIarxists often differ
sharply on the practical problems of socialism. In order to deduce
a working program for socialism in countries like Sweden, Great
Britain, or the United States, one must consciously or unconsciously
read a great deal into Marx which has little or no log-ical connection
with l\Iarxism.
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3) Russian COlllmunislll is not the correct or purely logical
fulfillment of lVIarxisln. It is, indeed, inconsistent with the general
Marxian thesis that society is not ready for socialism until it has
developed a highly organized capitalist system, and possesses a well
organized, intelligent and class conscious working class. Lenin
introduced a great many ideas derived from the history and experience of Russia and the thinking of Russians. While he probably
found, for instance, some basis in lVIarx for the role of violence and
deceit and the necessity for a dictatorial elite, he was actually more.
profoundly influenced by Russian writers like Nichaev and by
Russian history. More than that, he stood orthodox l\1arxism on its
head in the establishment of Bolshevik power. Marx had argued
that economic conditions determine politics. Lenin proved that the
ruthles~ and determined possessor of political power could, to an
immense degree, shape the course of ecollOlnic development.
Conl1llunism is certainly a betrayal of true socialism. It is also
a subversion of true lVlarxism. Nevertheless, in its march to power,
it has so successfully claimed lVlarx for its own, it has so persuaded
lllen that Lenin and Stalin are the true successors of Karl Marx,
that the socialist who rests his case upon lVlarx, as upon a Bible, has
to fight an uphill battle. lVlarxist orthodoxy does not give the democratic socialist the best vantage Foint for his struggle.
4) The lllarch of events cOlnpels at the very least a considerable qualification of some of the 1110st ill1portant doctrines of Marxism, including even the basic notion of the class conflict. ~larx did
a great service in emphasizing the ilnportance of the tools men
used and the economic processes they elnployed in shaping their
civilization, their social theories., and even their own characters.
But, in the light of modern psychology, our own observations of
human conduct, and our fuller knowledge of ancient cultures, it
is certainly untenable to hold the rigid view of the Inaterialistic
conception of history which l\Iarx advanced, a conception which
declares that the prevailing econonlic systetl1 determines the general
character of the political and intellectual life of that epoch. He
hitllself sometimes lapsed frorn his own conception of strict materialist detenninism. We have lived to contemplate the very different
concepts of the Freudian man, the mass rnensch or crowd-deterInined man, and other psychological descriptions, none of which
by itself is adequate to describe lllllnan personality.
1\Iarx believed, not unreasonably in his day, that Inore and
lllore independent producers of all sorts would be forced into the
working class or the proletariat. Then, under these resultant conditions, there would be increased insecurity and misery, until the
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working class would rise and overthrow its exploiters. 2 Actually,
the l\tlarxian forecast has not been fulfilled, especially not in a
country like the United States, partly because men's productive
powers in the age of applied science have' been greater than he
could dream. At any rate, we still have a middle class in a true
economic sense, while those who think of themselves as belonging
to the middle class are even Inore numerous. Salaried and high wage
employees usually regard themselves as members of the middle
• class, a notion which has been strengthened by the fairly wide distribution of stock ownership in this country.
It follows that the concept of the class conflict basic to Marxism
needs modification. Marx thought that the lines of division between
workers and owners were becoming steadily clearer. This, however,
has not been the case, least of all in our own country. The groups
into which men divide are not exclusively determined by economics.
Consider the importance of nationalism and religion, neither of
which is adequately explained by economic determination, in drawing men together. There are very important econolnic divisions
among us Americans. No one can look at some of the great strikes
in American history, or some of our politics,3 without being aware
that there is class consciousness and class conflict. In Europe class
lines are more definite and In ore binding. But there is no such tight
fusion of all different economic groups into two and only two contending classes of owners and workers, as Marxism postulated. The
future both of conflict and cooperation is far more complex.
The Socialist Appeal
This pamphlet will argue that the triumph of delnocratic
socialism in the United States will depend upon the ability of
Socialists to persuade the people in general that Socialisnl affords
a better way of life than any other fonn of econonlic or political
organization. Socialists' appeal Inust rest on a general achievement
of plenty and peace and freedonl. The laissez faire econolnists did
their best to present us with an amoral science of econolnics in
which laws like the law of supply and demand operated like the
2 Marx saw also the rise of working class economic and political organizations
which would fight for better conditions for labor while they were preparing to
build a new economic order. He believed that the contradictions in capitalism
would lead to increasingly severe crises. Many Marxists contend that Marx
used "increasing misery" in the psychological, rather than in the physical sense.
3 The overwhelming preference of newspapers both daily and weekly for
Eisenhower, the Republican, over Stevenson, the Democrat, in 1952, argued
rationalization of class feeling of their owners. The preference was most decidedly not shared by working reporters and journalists. In my experience, I find
that if I know a man's job and social status, in about eight out of ten cases,
I can guess his opinions on social questions and even how he'll vote. In the
latter case, it helps to know where he li ves.
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laws of physical science. Socialism arose in part as a protest against
that notion. Some of the most orthodox ~larxists of my acquaintance have an ethic of noble and compelling quality which they did
not ac_q uire logically from l\tlarxist determinism. Neither socialism
nor any other way of .life can be established or maintained in desirable form except by a conscious ethical appeal. The workers
may have an especial stake in socialism-they surely did in l\tIarx's
day when wage slavery was so firm a fact. But socialism is for mankind. Fortunately for us at this time, especially in this country of
potential abundance, it is broadly true that the economic arrangelnents which are good for Illy neighbor are good for me.

CHAPTER

II

THE CHALLENGE TO SOCIALISM
l\tIodern socialisln grew out of capitalisn1. It was an answer to
a laissez faire econolllY which held in Pope's famous words:
"Thus God and nature planned the universal frame
And bade self love and social be the same."
Pursuit of profit under the law of supply and demand, the
early capitalist theorists held, was the adequate motivation of man's
economic life. It was the business of the state at most to act as an
umpire, but otherwise to keep hands off the race for profit.

The Indust1"ial Revolution
The suffering of the early days of the Industrial Revolution in
Great Britain beggars description, and socialism's emotional appeal
was a reaction of revulsion to the new suffering that the machine
age had wrought. It appealed to man's deep conviction that technological progress need not mean a new form of slavl~ry.
It is now the fashion for critics of socialism to sneer at the
socialist phrase, "wage slavery." But it accurately indicated the
condition of men, women, and children, driven into factories by
the enclosure of the old common lands and by the extraordinary
' rigors of the Poor Laws. The first in1pact of capitalism and industrial revolution was to destroy the old "~Jerrie England." Children
went to work before they were old enough to go to modern schools.
They were born and died in dank and ugly industrial slums. Conditions were so terrible and society allegedly so debarred front
dealing with them by the dictates of the inexorable econoillic law
that Marx himself regarded the inadequate factory laws in Britain
passed in 1867, as revolutionary.
p

II

America in 1900
In America, conditions were never as horrible as in England
and other European countries. That fact was attested by the rush
of immigrants. Vntil the late 19th century, there was the frontier
with its unoccupied land. There was always in Aillerica less caste
and class feeling and a better chance for the healthy, alllbitious,
and lucky worker-if he was white-to rise out of his class. i\1canwhile, our political systelll lllade it harder than in parlialnentary
countries of Europe successfully to establish a democratic socialist
third party.4
The case for such a party in 1900 when the present Alnerican
Socialist Party was fornled was very strong. The average annual
earnings of American workers so far as lllodern students can discover
were four or five hundred dollars a year. V nskilled laborers in the
South received under three hundred dollars. Despite SOllIe beginning of success in labor's struggle for the 48 hour week, the average
working week was 60 hours. Aillong boys between the ages of ten
and fifteen, 20 per cent were gainfully eillployed, as were 10 per cent
of the girls. There were no safety standards. Frederick Lewis Allen,
whose book, The Big Change} gives a vivid picture of conditions,
reports that, in the single year, 190 I, one out of every 399 railroad
workers was killed and one out of every 26 was injured. An10ng
engineers, conductors, brakelnen, and trainlnen, in 190 I, one out of
every 137 was killed. Robert Hunter in Pove'fly} perhaps the earliest
popular study of its kind, concluded in 1904 that, at the very least,
10 million Americans, nlore than one-eighth of the total population,
were so poor, that, "though using their best efforts, they were failing
to obtain sufficient necessi.ties for maintaining physical efficiency."
Yet 1900 and the years which inllnediately followed were considered highly prosperous. The nation had recovered 1'1'0111 the depression of the Nineties. ;\1r. Allen relninds us that in 1900 Andrew
Carnegie made 23 million dollars on V\ hich he paid not one cent
of income taxes. Let any lllodern reader who is critical of what he
may regard as the exaggerated fire and fury of early socialist
speeches remember these facts.
Social Changes since 1900

The tone of Mr. Allen's book is somewhat too conlplacent but
the change he describes deserves the adjective big. Nevertheless, as
late as the end of the tinsel Coolidge prospel-ity in 1929, the Brook4 I have discussed this situation and its bearing on the growth of the socialist
movement in the U.S.A. in my book, A Socialist's Faith, and in some respects
even more fully in Labor a1/d Nation , 32, 1951. Also see Harry "\IV. Laidler,
Socialism in the United Statl's-A Brief History (L.I.D. 1952).
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ings Institution which accepted $2,000, at the price level of that
year, "as sufficient to supply only basic necessities," found that practically 60 per cent of American faluilies received an annual income
less than that amount. The report went so far as to say that "there
has been a tendency at least during the last decade or so for. the
inequality of distribution of incolne to be accentuated." That is
no longer true, but as we shall later see the improvement is less
than the optimists say.
When I first ran for President on the Socialist ticket in 1928,
neither major party advocated any sort of security or welfare
legislation. Yet, in 1952, the conservative General Eisenhower said
that the "social gains" of the last 20 years are "overwhelmingly accepted by the American people," and "not -a political issue." As a
socialist spokesman in 1928 and 1932, I certainly found them
political issues.
As late as 1932 at the depth of the great depression, neither
old party platform or candidate advocated welfare measures which
Roosevelt later pushed through. The Democrats of that year would
have rejected their 1952 platform as socialist.
Under Franklin D. Roosevelt's leadership, the terrible conditions of the great depression of the Thirties were ameliorated, but
his reformed capitalism, like Hoover's older version, did not end
the depression. There were ten million unemployed on the eve of
Pearl Harbor. It was under President Roosevelt that labor organization lnade its immense strides, but, as late as 1934, 51 lives were
lost in the labor struggle. Thirty-five perished the next year. Whole
counties in states like Pennsylvania and 'Vest Virginia were absolutely controlled by great industrialists through coal and iron
police while, in the old South, plantation owners were kings over
poverty-stricken serfs.
The great changes in the status of labor, in working conditions,
and in social security have come since President Roosevelt's first
inaugural. The conquest of depression has come only since America
becanle involved in World War II and since then the regime of
full employment has been so tied up with an arms economy that we
Americans have no right to be sure of our success in eliminating
Inass unemployment. Nevertheless, so much has happened since
1932 that no socialist can simply parrot the indictments he made
of American capitalism in 1932 and the proposals he then made,
as wholly appropriate to the present situation.
Does this mean that we have by indirection met all the problems to which socialism once offered answers and that there is no
longer basis for a socialist appeal in a country that has known the
New and Fair Deal? By no means. Not while peace is everywhere
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in jeopardy, and while, even in America, freedom and plenty are
so insecure.
Socialism and War
It is scarcely debatable that the great issue of our times is the
establishment of peace with freedom. To the problem arising primarily out of the relentless drive of international communism under
Russian leadership for universal power over the bodies, minds, and
souls of men, socialism has no ready-made answer. Frankly it has
lost some of that international fervor which was one of its glories
in earlier days. In 1914, the socialist movement lost its best chance
to prevent war by its own international action when it found itself
completely unready to strike against mobilization simultaneously
in Germany and the allied countries. It was then strong on both
sides of the conflict between the nations. For that failure of iI1ternational socialism to a vert or shorten World War I, mankind paid
dearly. It was a failure shared by American democracy. Woodrow
Wilson, if backed by a people more intent on stop'p ing the war
than making profits out of sales to the western allies, could almost
certainly have won by vigorous action after the stalemate in Europe
a negotiated peace vastly preferable to the peace of Versailles.
Neither world socialism nor American democracy could ever
win a second chance as good as the one they lost. As time has gone
on, socialist parties in Europe have gained strength and often control of governments under conditions which almost compel them to
think in national terms. They have to satisfy the voters under a
national economy. Paul-Henri Spaak, the Belgian socialist leader,
was near the truth when he said that the thing socialists had learned
best how to nationalize was socialism. Yet a socialistic economy on
a purely national ba~is is not enough, especially in a divided Europe.
Socialism has not altogether lost its international context and appeal. Democratic socialists managed to reorganize their international at a conference in Frankfurt, Germany, in 1951, which issued
the excellent general statelnent of the "Aims and Tasks of Democratic Socialism," to which I have already referred. lYIany socialists
in Europe have been leaders toward a U oited States of Europe.
The contribution of the British Labor Party to peace was enormous,
when, on friendly tenns, it conceded the right of India, Pakistan,
Burma, and Ceylon to independence, and when it set in motion
in parts of Africa reforms pointing to an end of colonialism.
But socialism is not a panacea against war. In the light of
history and logic, socialists . are not warranted in repeating once
popular statements that capitalism is the cause of war and that the
only hope of peace is universal socialism. A great root of war has
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always been economic, and when the economic system is capitalisln,
capitalism becomes a root of war. But the explanation of the wars
of our time cannot be derived from any economic theory which
does not take account of nationalism; of the older imperialism
which was born of western capitalism and nationalism, and the
newer communist imperialism under Stalin who has succeeded in
imposing a Russian imperial pattern on what started as an international working class movement.
We have learned that the causes of war are too complex to be
summed up in the old statement-which was never a matter of
binding socialist dogma-that capitalism, laissez faire capitalism,
is the cause of war. There were wars before the rise of capitalism.
If the militant U.S.S.R. is capitalist, it is certainly not after the old
laissez faire order. Its state capitalisnl which Stalin falsely calls
socialism is not sincerely devoted to peace, but to conquest.
One can truthfully say that an ideal and universal socialism,
like an ideal and universal Christian ethic, would be the best basis
for abiding peace. It is, however, very dangerous to insist that peace
must be tied up with the universal adoption of any fairly rigid
politico-economic systelll. For a long time to come, peace will depend on the ability of men and social groups to live together despite
SOlne difference in interest and conflict in ideals. The socialism
which nlakes for world peace cannot emulate the secular religion of
communism in seeking to impose its plan of salvation on mankind ·
by force and fraud. Too often, religions have brought war, not
peace, by their insistence on their exclusive possession of truth or
of the way of temporal and eternal salvation. Socialism will make
its contribution to peace, within the democratic framework, by its
emphasis on justice, by its successful practice of a fraternity crossing
racial and national lines, by its steadfast opposition to secular religions of fascism and communism, and by its concern for universal,
fool proof disarmament under a strengthened U.N., and the ultinlate achievement of federated world government. Peace will not
be achieved as a by-product of socialisnl, but democratic socialism
will stand or fall very largely by the intelligence and power with
which it seeks peace with freedom.

Poverty and Exploitation
In facing the problems of poverty and economic exploitation,
socialism, by its very nature, has a somewhat more explicit answer.
Yet so great are the differences in different countries, both economic
and political, that there can be no hard and fast program of universal applicability. We democratic socialists share an ultimate
goal and a faith in mutual aid rather than a precise political pro-
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gram. Socialist parties in different nations can learn Inuch froln one
another. They cannot have identical programs. In what follows, 1
shall be speaking of the challenge to socialism in America arising
out of American conditions and a socialist program to , meet that
challenge.
I agree in considerable part with Frederick Lewis Allen's
description of the Big Change since 1900. As he has pointed out,
organized labor and the fann bloc have hecolne very strong. Big
business has no such sweeping control over us as in the days of the
elder Morgan. Important decencies have, been imposed by law
upon the stock market.
But the probleln of poverty has not been conquered. Nowadays
statistics are many and confusing. Thus, on two successive days in
1952, we were told, first, by the Department of Comlnerce, that the
average annual income in 1951 for each American man, WOlnan,
and child was $1,584-the highest in history; and, second, by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, that a study
of 91 cities, ranging in size froln IVladill, Oklahoma (population
2500) to New York showed that the average urban , family in 1950
had spent over $400 nlore than its income, a statement seemingly
at variance, by the way with the estimate of the Budget Bureau of
the Labor Department that urban fanlilies iri 1950 saved on the
average more than $2001
In 1949, 64.4 per cent of families and individuals as incolne
units had under $3,500. Yet the Bureau of Labor Statistics as of
June, 1947, the nearest comparable date, found that, for an urban
family of four, the budget of health and decency would 'r un $3,000
to $3,500 in our cities. (It l1luSt be remembered that families in
rural communities were in'e luded in the estimate of money income.
They need less than city families). In that same year, 1947, the
lowest fifth in income received only four per cent of the total; the
highest fifth, 48.2 per cent. The tendency has been for the shares
of all except the lowest fifth slowly to increase proportionately at
the expense of the highest fifth which also bore. heavy taxes. But
the total income has greatly increased, so that the wealthy have
no cause for tears. Not so with the 8.4 per cent of families and
individuals who in 1947 received less than $500.
As for total production, the President's Economic Advisers
in 1952 boasted that, in terms of 1939 prices, it had almost doubled
since the lush year of "Coolidge prosperity," 1929. But much of
that increase is bound up with arms. The challenge of adequate
production is still to be met. In the last analysis, it is, of course, a
world wide problem.
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American Capitalisln and UnemploY7nent
There is a second challenge to a socialist answer in a fact to
which I have already referred: It has not been proved that the
Aillerican economy is willing or able, by the application of the
theories of John lVlaynard Keynes or by the working of Professor
John Kenneth Galbr~ith's countervailing forces,5 to prevent or
rapidly to end economic depression. The economic recession of 1949
did not become depression because of the federal expenditures on
arms. Even in that year, that expenditure, which since then has
been greatly multiplied, has guaranteed reasonably full employInent. It has been, as it were, a bastard Keynesianism, a form of governlnent spending to maintain prosperity which, by its very nature,
cannot be subject to the checks and controls which, Keynes thought
possible in a peacetime economy. There are no economic "laws" to
guide a government in the political decisions concerning the
anlount of money, manpower, and resources it must invest in
arms for security. Purely economic checks on arms expenditures in
a country like the United States, as distinct from political checks,
scarcely exist this side of bankruptcy. Yet it is obvious that we
have paid a terrible economic price for the arms race in the exh~ustion of natural resources and in the gearing of our economy
to militarism. Profound as would be the rejoicing were a miracle
from heaven to assure us of everlasting peace, our rejoicing would
almost immediately turn into lamentation for economic disaster
unless there were plans, now Inostly non-existent, to turn armed
expenditure to the conquest of poverty, to the building of hospitals,
houses, schools, roads. A disanned United ,States would find that
it would need for its own. economic health SOlne planning for
peacetime expenditures at home to break the shock of sudden
unemploYlnent in war industries. It wou,1d likewise need planning
in order to promote industrialization in the lands of our brothers
where economic progress has lagged. 6
The more enlightened critics of socialism insist that 1110dern
capitalism has already been changed and can be further changed
so that it can cope with poverty and the gross waste of resources
which characterized earlier capitalism. Concerning this claim, we
5 Prof. Galbraith's theory is brilliantly expounded in his book, American
Capitalism: The Concept of Countervailing Power. It is a devastating analysis
of the impossibility of explaining or justifying our present American economy
in the old laissez faire or genuine "free enterprise" terms. It is an interesting
but inconclusive effort to explain and support it in terms of the interaction of
countervailing forces, e.g. big corporations, consumers, labor unions, the state.
Among other shortcomings, the book fails to give sufficient weight to the role of
war and the arms economy in bringing about our present relative prosperity
and full employment.
6 This whole problem I have discussed not only in my A Socialist's Faith,
but in a article on disarmament in the Saturday Evening Post, Feb. 2, 1952.
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have already observed that the evidence has been tied up with
the coming of an arms economy with its own peculiar wastes; and
it is by no means conclusive concerning the will or the capacity
of American capitalism to prevent depression without that crutch.
Inflation
Further observations on that claim are also in order. Keynes
and his disciples gave us principles and formulas for dealing with
depression under government policies short of socialism, but they
have not given us correspondingly effective policies for dealing
with inflation which now bedevils all national economics. Moreover, proposals of men like Keynes and Sir William Beveridge call
for a degree of government planning and government controls
far removed from the laissez faire or free enterprise theories which
are still professed by most American business men and their organizations.
How Much Free Enterprise1
There is a great degree of conscious or unconscious insincerity
in the American espousal of free enterprise. In the original meaning of the term, it barely exists. As Professor Galbraith acknowledges in developing his theory of countervailing forces: organized
labor, organized farmers, great corporations, small business, the
government, these forces are by no means controlled by the simple
law of supply and demand as in the old capitalist theory. In practice
in the United States almost every sort of economic group gets some
sort of direct or indirect subsidy or economic aid.
Fortune l\Jagazine in February, 1952, gave over its whole issue
of 232 pages to a discussion of the government of the United States
of America and what it calls the "service state." The article points
out that American business gets some kind of help or service fronl
all nine of the government's executive departments and from 20 to
49 agencies, to say nothing of other special agencies handling foreign aid and defense, through which business benefits.
This matter is so important, the facts of our econolnic life are
so at variance from the popular theories of free enterprise, that
it is worthwhile to quote Mark Starr's comment in his reply to
l\1ax Eastman (New Leader) July 14, 1952). Mr. Starr writes:
"Among the services of Government to business, as listed by Fartulle,
are: subsidizing ship building and operation; allocating airline subsidies;
insuring home mortgages; loaning money through various agencies; stocking inshore ocean beds with young lobsters; protecting waterfront property; providing lighthouses and other navigation aids; issuing banking
statistics; furnishing data on water supplies for power plants and indus-
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tries; publishing crop and livestock estimates and parity prices; controlling
pests; testing soils; inspecting meat; storing grains; planning and building
better highways; advising on trade trends and tariff regulations; publishing economic statistics; supplying maps and charts of rivers, coasts, lakes,
tides, currents, airways; protecting trademarks; testing chemicals; calibrating instruments; running employment agencies; providing strike
mediators; insuring bank deposits; selling electric power, and furnishing
isotopes.
"That's a very incomplete list, of course. Fortune leaves out the following: subsidies to the ship lines and the railraads for carrying the mail;
subsidies to the publishers of newspapers. magazines and business through
low postal rates; subsidies to the sugar growers and the silver interests;
protection through tariff barriers for all sorts of industries; permanent
tax favors put into the tax laws by Congressional spokesmen for business;
the special favors through the accelerated amortization (rapid tax writeoff) for 'defense' industries, many of which have only the remotest bearing
on defense; and, of course, agency rulings that mean billions to industry,
like the recent decision of the Federal Power Commission on regulation
of natural gas 'gatherers: "

One result of socialism and socialist planning would be to
wipe out many of these subsidies and the excuse for them.
These services to businessmen are paralleled by government
provisions to maintain parity prices on farm products. From time
to time some of those provisions have been open to sharp criticism.
But no student of the hunger of the world can possibly believe that
under present conditions the matter of feeding the nation, much
less the world, can be left entirely to the gamble of a market economy under a laissez faire or a genuinely free enterprise system.
There are no equivalent government subsidies to labor, but it
took New Deal legislation to encourage the great growth of unions
and the establishment of a system of collective bargaining. The
whole system of social security requires action by state and federal
government.
In short, it is fantastic and misleading nonsense to call the
American system one of free enterprise because it isn't a system of
collective ownership and because there is in it much room for individual enterprise. There is more collective ownership at the city,
state and federal level than the protagonists of the American way
of life will admit. As I write, the Long Island Railroad Authority
has recommended at least temporary public ownership as the only
way out for that bankrupt organization so important to the lives of
tens of thousands of commuters. There is in this situation a challenge to straight thinking and straight talking. There is a challenge
for a socialist restatement both of the case against capitalism and the
socialist proposals for the cure of its evils.
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Capitalism and Ollr Cuitu're
If what we have in our fortunate Anlerica is not adequate to
our luaterial needs, still less is it satisfactory in tenus of freedom,
fraternity, and the noblest culture of which men are capable. Let
us grant that America has been blest by a degree of freedolu, or more
precisely of liberty for individuals, greater than exists in luostbut not all-other countries. Let us grant that the history of recent
years should teach socialists to be very vigilant lest statism should
grow at the expense of freedom. It remains true that such freedom
as we have is by no means inexorably tied up with laissez faire economics. On the contrary, the growth of capitalism in America until
checked by the strength and power of unions was often at bitter
cost to any real freedom of workers. A meaningful liberty can be
as effectively denied by a ruthless enlployer or by the wage slavery
inherent in a non-ethical laissez faire economy as by the action of
over-powerful states.
As for the fraternity among nlen, that is mocked under an economic system which teaches men to worship at the shrine of the
"bitch goddess, Success," and which for so long a time treated the
workers as a commodity like coal or iron. We have an acquisitive
society in which we tend to measure the worth of a man by his
wealth. The waste lands of our own lives and of our culture are
in no small part the consequence of false standards of value inherent in the grim struggle for profit which encourages escape
through vulgar sensationalism. The "mess" in Washington was not
by any means the exclusive fault of the Truman administration.
Read a sober documented account like Blair Bolles' How to Get
Rich in Washington and you will agree that corruption, fraud,
"honest" graft, and other factors in the Washington luess are deep
seated in our American culture.

CHAPTER

III

THE SOCIALIST ANSWER
In the face of this situation which we have been examining,
what has democratic socialism to offer to America that is not offered
by the rather confused pragmatic reforms which certain writers
seem to admire partly because of their confusion?
Let us promptly acknowledge that democratic socialislu does
not have to offer a complete philosophy of life and the universe.
It has been one of the appeals of Marxism to a great many temperaments that, like other unitary philosophies, it has s€emed to explain
everything. Understand dialectical materialism and you can ex-
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plain the universe. Den1.ocratic socialisnl is l110re modest. Religions
Inay be fonned on an absolute and inclusive philosophy, but not
a delnocratic political party. Part of the genius of democracy 11lust
lie in its capacity to progress through compromise. The alternative
to such democratic comprOlnise is likely to be dictatorship or even
war. There is no probability in any foreseeable future that Inen will
come to such a universal agreement on a unitary philosophy that
it can be made the sole and adequate basis for obtaining and maintaining plenty, peace and freedom.

Socialisrn and Mutual Aid
But if the achievement of these great ends does not require a
unitary philosophy for the whole universe, it does, we nlust repeatedly insist, require a social goal and an ethical approach to
unite and inspire men. In the very real sense that man Inakes his
own history, he must Inake conscious choices requiring moral standards. Any and every attempt to construct an amoral politicoeconomic system--that is, a system which is independent of ethics,
has been fraught with disaster. Pragmatic reformism of various
sorts unquestionably involves moral decisions, but it suffers precisely because of its lack of a great unifying ethical principle,
strongly and consciously asserted in society. Democratic socialism
offers such a principle when it insists that society's goal is a fellowship of free men who will cooperate to use man's marvelous powers
and the riches of his resources for the universal conquest of war,
poverty and tyranny.
Years ago Peter Kropotkin wrote a notable book, entitled
Alutual Aid~ A Facto?· in Evolution. Some of his statements may be
subject to revision in the light of our increased knowledge of the
evolutionary process. There is, however, no question but that
mutual aid has been indispensable to the great achievelnents of
humanity. i\1en's wars have arisen largely because of their disregard of this truth. Support for this ethical principle of mutual aid
can be- found in various philosophies and religions, and in life's
experience. Socialism as a political and economic movement is,
therefore, in a position to unite men in mutual effort across lines
of creed or philosophy as well as of nation, or race. It can confidently affirm that, on the basis of mutual respect, differences can
best be discussed and the answers best found in an atmosphere of
freedom.

Socialism and the Class Struggle
Two other observations are in order concerning the goal of
socialism and the spirit in which it is to be sought. Democratic
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socialism in the light of history cannot affirm that a fellowship of
free men will be an automatic consequence of the victory of "the
workers" in a class struggle. It must be remembered that even the
most devoted Marxists did not love the class struggle, but thought
it an inescapable process on the road to a classless society. They
might sing in the International, "We [the workers] have been
naught. We shall be all." But what the intelligent Marxist looked
forward to was not a drab uniformity of robots; rather it was a
society where there would obviously be differences of function,
of taste, temperament and culture, and groupings based on those
differences. What Marxists would abolish is classes economically
determined as classes were determined when the Communist Manifesto of 1848 was written. There are grim class struggles in many
parts of the world today of which socialism must take account, such
as those of the grossly exploited peasantry of Asia. We have our
struggles in America but under very different conditions. There has
been progress under our imperfect democracy which socialists should
gladly accept.

Socialism, Emulation and COlnpetition
lVIy second observation is that socialism has to take account
of the whole man as he is. We are not all of one piece. And we do
not act under anyone incentive.The spirit of emulation or competition is deeply rooted in us. A completely non-competitive society
would be dull and stagnant. Within bounds, competition can be
made consistent with an overall principle of mutual aid. From the
very beginning, men in society have been motivated both by competition and mutual aid. Socialism should try to stress competition
for the laurel wreath rather than the sack of gold. It will emphasize
emulation in service. It will provide a better chance for men to
satisfy the creative urge within them. But it should recognize that
material progress has been furthered by competition for material
reward. There will be room for that in a socialist society if the reward is not of such a nature and amount as to put other men in
virtual slavery to the winner. In our present day society, the noble
principle, "from every man according to his ability, to every man
according to his need," is not the basis of practicable economics.
Neither is the principle of rigorous equality in pay practicable.
To make that principle work, there would have to be a kind of
conscription for jobs which the socialist who loves liberty will be
deeply concerned to avoid. It is better to attract men to work requiring special strains or the exercise of special ability than to conscript them. Socialism will put a floor under family incomes at a
rate sufficient for decent living. But for years to come the problem
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of increasing production must take precedence in socialist planning
over the problem of achieving the noblest system of distribution
from the standpoint of pure ethics. St. Francis of Asisi is not our
guide to an economy of abundance.
Psychology of Delnocracy

This discussion of incentives points to the fact that many of
the problems which confront democratic socialism, and indeed any
sort of democracy, are psychological in nature. Democracy is an
acquired trait. Patterns of social life in the animal world are not
democratic. Primitive societies were not deluocratic as we understand democracy. Democracy in its highest sense is the appropriate
organization for a fellowship of free Iuen. The imperfections of our
present democracy are obvious, but we should cherish it and in
cherishing it improve it as the necessary alternative to totalitarianism. Socialism itself is the fulfilment of democracy.
The troubles we have had making democracy work have arisen
in part from our faulty institutions. These faulty institutions could
scarcely have been established and maintained so long if they were
not at least made possible by human characteristics. Specifically, we
are today continuously reminded that democracy is jeopardized by
some men's love of power. Few quotations are more often heard
than Lord Acton's celebrated saying: "Power corrupts and absolute
power corrupts absolutely." Like many other aphorisms, this is not
an exact statement of the whole truth. Under certain circumstances,
and within a certain framework, power does not always corrupt. It
evokes a sense of responsibility. If you doubt that fact, consider the
really remarkable development of Harry Truman in office.
But democracy is not corrupted merely by men's love of power.
In America it suffers perhaps even more from a kind of chronic
laziness or apathy very general in our society. ~lany a citizen much
prefers grousing about bad government to working for good govern·
ment. Even more fundamental is the deepseated fear of human
freedom or the responsibility that freedom imposes. A great many
of us crave authoritative support, even the support of chains. Otherwise there could be no dictators. Socialism has to take account of
these facts. They lie behind problems of the relations between
nlanagers and workers. They help to explain the fact that only to
a limited degree do the coal miners in Britain feel that they are
part owners of nationalized coal mining. Nevertheless, the big vote
of the British Trades Union Congress, in its 1952 convention, in
favor of more nationalization in Britain shows that the British
workers do feel the value of social ownership. That fact makes
stranger their lack of enthusiasm for effective participation In
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management, sOlnething which Gennan workers are successfully
seeking.
Obviously, in adjusting matters like this, more is necessary
than an economic fonnula. Indeed, if men were robots, or on the
other hand if men were born perfect cooperators, it would be relatively simple to draw up plans for a good society. Over and over
in the last thirty years, correspondents have sent Ine printed, typewritten, or handwritten plans for a truly prosperous Anlerica under
various forms and degrees of collectivism. Some of thenl were fantastic, but some of them would doubtless work admirably except
that they neglect the nature of man who is interested in a great many
things besides the most efficient way to produce the wealth he needs.
'ro say this is by no Ineans to say that "human nature" denies
us hope for progress. Men are bundles of many different qualities,
motives and aspirations. They are definitely educable. The institutions and the ideas they accept tend to educate thein and their
children. The thing we call human nature has supported extraordinarily diverse forms of social organization. History is the history of change, and by no Illeans does it always illustrate the cynical
saying "the more things change, the more they are the same." We
need not despair of a successful democratic socialism because it
must be concerned for the nature of man, for the motives and incentives which spur him to action. Otherwise it will not successfully
put into practice in our complex economy the dOininant principle
of mutual 'a id.
The Need of Planning

When we turn from principle to program, the lllodern socialist
must begin by emphasizing the importance of planning. It is a
simple impossibility to support in decency, if at all, the present
population of the world on the principle that each nlan and each
group nlust act as- intelligently as it can for itself without any conscious and planned cooperation. We continually recognize this in
/ action. It is one of the arllusing paradoxes of American life that
the years have heard the loudest outcries against governn1ent planning, have been precisely the years when of necessity we have accepted the most planning by government, national, state and city.
The long list of subsidies and other aids to all sorts of groups in
America which we cited in another connection have required government planning. Our foreign policy has been largely concerned
with plans for building the UN, for encouraging a United States
of Europe, for "containing" communism, for aiding the industrialization of backward ' regions, and further improving agriculture.
The j\/farshall Plan, the Truman Plan, Point Four plans have
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loolned large ,in our policies. vVhen President Tnllnan rejected the
tariff board's recommendation of tariffs on Swiss and other foreign
watches and watch parts, it was an example of more planning which
in this case meant freer trade. If we are to keep our own top soil
froll1 being washed into the sea it will be by making and carrying
out extensive plans of reforestation, control of rivers and the proper
cultivation of the soil. One of the Inost important of recent comluission reports has been that of the Paley Comlnittee appointed
by President Truman to study our natural resources in the light
of our future needs. COlnpetitive capitalism and wars between them
have taken terrible toll of our forests and mines.
It is no argument against planning to say that SOlne planning
has been bad. We are far nlore likely to get a constructive critical
approach to planning when we accept its necessity in terms of the
COlnmon good. I remember that I was the only presidential candidate in 1948 who openly criticized the outrageous potato subsidy
of that year. I believed in planning and therefore I believed in
criticizing bad planning without primary consideration of the
effect of such criticism upon sections of the farm vote.
Obviously, economic planning is something different than
laying out blueprints for buildings. We are planning for people
whose understanding and cooperation must be enlisted. Plans must
be flexible and allow for contributions from different levels. Even
under our imperfect approach to a planning so many Americans
have distrusted, we have proved that this flexible planning is
possible.

Pla'n ning and Liberty
Yet we are hysterically told that all governluent planning is
essentially and necessarily the fO,e of liberty. That is nonsense
unless pne is to interpret liberty in the completely unrealistic sense
of the right of any individual always to do what he pleases. U nquestionably, modern automobile traffic puts restraints on the
whimsical liberty of pedestrians or drivers. Reasonable traffic regulation is a necessity wholly consistent with freedom. So in a more
difficult field are the controls necessary in our complex and interdependent community. For our own health, education, and the
production and distribution of abundance, the freedoms that matter
are those well recognized in our bill of rights. They include: (1) the
right of the person to freedom from arbitrary arrest, secret trials,
cruel and unusual punishments; (2) the right to freedom of conscience, speech and the press-in our day that must be broadened
to the right to hear what we need to know to be effective as citizens;
(3) the right of freedom of association and of assemblage. Recently,
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in the name of freedotTI and fellowship, we Americans have been
concerned for civil rights so adnlirably discussed by a Presidential
Commission (another example of the right sort of planning).
We are making progress in ending our shameful 'race discriminations which socialists always denounced.

Planning and Jobs
The great depression taught us the tremendous importance of
a chance to make a living. All over the world men are talking about
the right to a job. That means that there must be jobs. Obviously
a right to choose that job is very important as against conscription.
The most terrible of conscriptions, that for war, we have felt compelled to accept in the name of national security. To end it we
shall have to end the war system, which is a statement rarely tnade
by those who talk about freedom to choose jobs which they allege
socialism will deny. In real life, restrictions on men's ability to
choose their own job have far more to do with the economic situation in general than with any government controls which any
socialist has proposed for America. There would be far mor~ real
freedom of choice for workers if there were better vocational education and guidance, better information about jobs, and better
provision of them. Of course, there would be far more freedom of
consumers choice if there should be, under planning, far less waste,
more production and fairer distribution.

Socialist Planning

/O 'f

A meTica

. Let the reader consider the outline of socialist planning for
America which follows and ask himself which valid freedonl has
been violated.
Socialist planning for America will emphasize the importance
of production. The best use of our resources and technology obviously requires planning devoted to an economy of abundance for
all. The evil of our acquisitive society is not that in sum total we
have too many material possessions but too few. It is scarcity that
makes men passionately concerned for possession. I t is against a
background of general scarcity that conspicuous waste acquires its
greatest moral opprobrium and that conspicuous wealth gives dangerous power and prestige. There may be virtue for the individual
or some individuals in the embrace of Lady Poverty. The involuntary poverty of mankind in the face of its collective power to acquire
abundance is a disgrace to society and a deep injury to men.
Socialist planning for abundant production and fairer distribution would be carried on through controls of machinery of taxa-
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tion and fiscal control already in operation. It would be exercised
through labor, social security, and welfare legislation. It would
not include in normal times the kind of price and wage controls
which we have been forced to accept, not only for war but for the
race in arms. Such controls are dictated as a necessary consequence
of an arms economy and not by any socialist principle.
Under a properly planned economy consumers could to a very
considerable extent effectively express their desires through a price
system. 7 Once we can rid ourselves of the arms economy, we shall
in this respect have more choice than we have today. We shall,
however, probably always need some governmental machinery to
determine priorities if and when certain goods are in short supply.
We shall probably need government Authorities to plan for and
initiate new enterprises in case of depression, a job that could be
much better done under a proper socialist theory than by President
Roosevelt's improvised devices during the great depression.
Planning will be simplified by the right kind of social ownership. It is, for instance, much easier to plan for power development
under public ownership than to force recalcitrant private companies
into line. The government had to take the initiative to get proper
action on rural electrification. Moreover, in times of relative depression, the government is in a position to do what private owners
cannot, that is, deliberately to expand certain lines of production
for the future on terms which will give employment, when employment is desperately needed. At all times it is easier to prevent the
shocking wastes of such natural resources as our forests, and our
oil, wastes inherent in private ownership and competitive exploitation, if we have social ownership.
One can draw up on paper logical plans for a fair and efficient
operation of the whole industrial system on the basis of social ownership, but no such system has been or will be wise or practicable in
action.

Social, P1"ivate and Cooperative Ownership
There are some advantages for freedom and enterprise in varieties of ownership. The state under the most democratic theory and
practice will become too huge, too cumbersome, if it seeks to control directly all economic activity. There are men with a deep seated
desire to work for themselves. They will work harder and be more
ingenious in so doing. Ours is not the economy of a beleaguered
garrison which has to ration diminishing supplies for everybody and
everything. There is rOOlll in it for individual ownership and indi7 See on this Econom ics of Socialism, edited by Benjamin Lippincott, (Univ.
of Minnesota Press) .
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vidual effort. Justification of such ownership must always be accompanied by a genuine responsibility for management on terms consistent with the common good.
There is not one perfect formula for what ought to be owned
under social legislation. One determining factor is the public attitude, which varies according to time and place. Each generation
should be allowed to make its own decisions, but there ought to be
assurance that once decisions are made they will stand for a reasonable length of time, whether under public or private ownership.
Heretofore publicly owned enterprises in America have operated under disadvantages that socialism should avoid. We Americans are, or think we are, committed to a theory of private enterprise. The publicly owned enterprises have been a more or less
regretted exception. Sometimes it has been a sick industry which has
had to be taken over by government which is then blamed for the
sickness. Always there has been a conscious or unconscious tendency in the world of industry to discredit and even sabotage public
ownership. Witness the attitude of industry generally toward the
exceedingly useful TVA. To be truly successful, public ownership
and democratic operation must be accepted in principle and extensively practiced in appropriate areas.
For some years, American socialists have been fairly well agreed
that social ownership should be extended to the "comnlanding
heights" of our economy, which include our natural resources, our
system of money, banking and credi t, and certain basic industries
and services.
The social ownership of industries should be determined in the
light of certain tests: (1) their basic importance to our lives;
(2) the degree of their monopolization and the effectiveness of
competition in controlling prices; (3) the degree to which absentee
ownership is divorced from responsible Inanagement. Today, in
huge enterprises; managers work for the private stockholders who
themselves do little or nothing except to provide working capital.
Even that is largely provided out of profits set aside by the nlanagers
for expansion. Yet the stockholders expect their working capital to
be immortal and always to produce dividends. One of the best run
privately owned utilities is the telephone industry. Yet when the
New York Telephone Company was pennitted to raise its rates,
a large part of the argument was based on the cost of private capital
which could be provided at a much lower rate of interest if the
industry were publicly owned.
I have already argued the specific reason for public ownership
of the steel industry. It meets all the tests which I have earlier
suggested. The prices for its product are not regulated by compe-
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Uuon. The owners have largely lost the function of Inanagelnent
and the decision of the lllanagers concerns us all because of the
basic character of the industry.

Land and l\TatliraZ Resources
The good earth and the luinerals under it are, of course, basic
to all our weal tho The desire of a Blan for a piece of land he can
call his own goes deep and is very wid~spread. Private ownership of
land should therefore be penllitted, but on the basis of occupancy
and use. It is axiolnatic that the rental value of land is a social
creation. I may let lny lot go to ragweed, but I can get far nlore for
it than lny neighbor who has cultivated his garden, provided that
a town or city moves lny way. I think socialists nlight well adopt
Henry George's principle that the rental value of land apart froln
illlproveinent belongs to society and should be taken by a tax.
The tax, however, should not be a single tax.This land tax should be
sUpplClllented by i.nconle and heavy inheritance taxes as the Inajor
basis for the support of govenUllent and governInent activities at
all levels. A proper tax 011 land values is no such threat to incentive,
as it Blust be admitted that very heavy incolne taxation Inay becollle.
Where efficient production of fann lands requires a plantation or factory system, there is a strong case for collective ownership
and cooperative managenlent.
Title to all mineral wealth should be vested in governnlent
as the agent of society. The federal government is by far in the best
position to organize a socially owned coal, iron, copper, or oil industry, and should be the principal agent of society, but state govenll11ents 111ust participate in working out plans because of their
ownership of much land where Iuinerals exist, and their present
dependence on taxation of this land for education and other functions of local governnlent.
Large stands of forest and large acreages of reforested land
should be socially owned and socially used not only for supplies
of IUlnber and wood products but protectionn against floods. vVoodlots of any considerable size on fartns should be subject to regulation as to use and replanting.
Coal mining vividly illustrates the practical value of socialization apart from the ethical objection to private ownership of a
natural resource. Sometilne ago Fortune developed in detail a
lllarvelous picture of how coal could be nlined, turned into power
and heat near the mine nlouth, and all its by-products utilized by
processes which would greatly Ininilnize waste, nlake lnining safer,
and rid cities and towns of the slnoke nuisance. It would be fantastic to expect so good a plan to be carried out by c0111peting
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managers of mines of various sizes, all of them primarily concerned
to produce profits for priv~te owners.
The Truman administration under prodding from a Senatorial
Committee brought an anti-trust suit against seven companies, five
of them American, which it claims have really monopolized the
world's supply of petroleum. The filing of the suit is an argunlent
for public ownership. Ideally we should have an international control of petroleum. But that would require a degree of world government or cooperation which does not seem near at hand. The
first approaches to it could be made by the Alnerican government
far better if the people thenlselves '" ere the owners of the oil
industry.

Credit and Money
Ranking in importance with the proper use of land and its
Inineral wealth is the proper Inanagelnent of money, or Inore
accurately of money, banking and credit. Already this is to a great
extent a government function. When Franklin D. Roosevelt first
took office, he took over the whole private banking system which
had collapsed. There may be room for some privately owned banks,
and more certainly for credit unions or cooperative banks, but the
whole federal reserve system or all banks of issue should be completely owned by government, as the agent of society. In a real
sense major decisions on fiscal policy must be political. But the
Federal Reserve Board should not be captive to any Cabinet
minister. It should be free from narrowly partisan political control.

Socialization vs. Nationalization
What socialists advocate, let me again insist, is not nationalization, but socialization. A thousand times I have said that the
virtue of government ownership depends upon who owns the
government. It would be more accurate to say that government
must be democratic, that it should act only as a trustee of society,
and that consumers as a whole and workers in a particular industry
should be directly concerned in the management of any publicly
owned industry. Some ownership and operation might well be by
cooperatives. The TVA is the sort of controlling body that we
need, except that consumers and workers should be more directly
represented on it. Workers in different categories should elect their
own representatives. Under any social system. there will be need
for labor unions to represent the workers. But preferably they
should not vote in their unions for their representatives on the
public Authorities.
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While I am prepared stoutly to defend the program I have
outlined for public ownership and democratic control, I am well
aware that, of itself, it does not solve all problems of the modern
industrial economy. There is, for instance, no automatic formula
for a 'fair' wage; we have a great deal to learn about the psychology
of a genuine democracy; about the best size of various industrial
units and the way to establish and maintain more satisfactory
relations between managers who are key men in our society and
workers.
If socialism is to do what we hope of it, the worker for his own
sake and society's must be given a sense of responsibility for the
productive process. It is of primary importance in socialist plans
and action that the least well paid of our workers should com~ to
understand that the whole answer to the problem of poverty does
not lie in any formula devoted simply to a more equitable sharing
of the wealth. Even in relatively rich America, the answer to poverty
depends also upon more efficient production. This fact must be
eluphasized in socialist planning and in socialist education. But
experience proves that we can lnore easily get better production
if a decent floor is put under wages.
Social Security

If I had been writing this pamphlet thirty or even twenty
years ago, I should have been obliged to pay attention to proposals then almost pecuilar to socialism in America for social
security and other welfare measures. Such measures are essential to
socialist planning along- with the right sort of taxation and fiscal
controls to which I have referred. But it is no longer necessary in
a brief discussion of socialism to argue them in detail, since they
have been so widely accepted in general principle. No socialist ever
wrote a more comprehensive plan for social security from the
cradle to the grave than did Sir William Beveridge of England, who
is not a socialist. Socialists in America may go farther than nonsocialist liberals in support of welfare measures, but they travel
the same road. The unique socialist contribution is socialist insistence on the principles on which our society should be organized,
the kind of plan necessary to carry out those principles in the
field of production and distribution of goods, and the importance
of a large degree of social ownership.
Two particular issues, however, which are now before the
Aluerican people require COlUlnent from the socialist point of view.
The first is the hue and cry against "socialized medicine." The
Aluerican Medical Association and allied associations of druggists
and others are spending luillions of dollars through some of the
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nlost unprincipled lobbyists, not only to discredit the British system
of socialized medicine (which is so popular in Britain that the
Conservative Party has accepted it) ;. not only to defeat President
Truman's proposal for compulsory health insurance, but to block
such mild proposals as federal aid to increase the numbers of doctors
and nurses at a time when there is a serious shortage of both. The
lobbyists contend that to fight such aid is essential to the overall
fight against socialislll which the Al\'IA systematically represents as
the inevitable first stage of comillunism.
Here socialists must fight back, not only against the identification of socialism with cOlllnlunislll, but in behalf of the sound
principle that the health of the people is as much the business of
society as the education of the younger generation. In a very real
sense, socialized llledicine began with the first health departnlents
and hospitals. The question before us is simply to find the fairest
and best ways to carryon the fight for health and against preventable disease. Here again there is no one perfe ct fonllula. The
problenl is in part a nlatter of the psychology of hUlnan relations.
As a socialist I should welcolue a plan that V\ ould Inake very
large use of cooperatives in the field of health. The difficulty is that
so far such cooperatives do not take care of those who nlost need
help. The fairly well-to-do find the costs of proper Inedical care prohibitively high. Socialists lllUSt insist that the availability of medical
skal and the resources of science in the struggle against disease
shall not be a function of a price and profit economy, tempered
by private and public charity. \lVe do not have to dogmatize on the
way to work out a systenl lllOSt appropriate to American conditions,
but a way llluSt be found. And a beginning of it assuredly lies in
the increase of medical personnel and facilities and their better
distribution. This is not a nla tter tha t can be left to the market
economy or to private charity.
Progressive Taxation

One weapon which many opponents of "socialized llledicine"
and other aspects of a welfare state are using with increasing effect is
the understandable and wide opposition to the tax burden. l\'I ost
men are more easily aware of what taxes cost thenl than of the
benefits they get from the services for", hich the taxes pay. There
is a serious problem of how high income taxes can be raised without choking incentive and linliting production. But that is not a
question to be answered by the crude and unfair device of an arbitrary limit on federal incOlue taxes in tilne of peace such as is proposed in the so-called 111iIlionaire's alnen(itllent. That anlendment
would linlit the federal governnlent to a 25 per cent 1l1axinHllll
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on any incolne, except in the event of war. It has been quietly but
successfully promoted to such an extent that only a few nlore state
legislatures need to act before a constitutional convention must
be sunlnloned to frame the an1endment and submit it to the state
legislaures for final adoption. A recent Gallup poll indicates that
two-thirds of the American voters like the amendment. l\Ianual
workers outrank professional men in support of it.
Yet it ought to be obvious even to the 111an in the street, who
does not pay at present 25 per cent on his incolne, that if 25 per
cent is the top bracket for everybody, one or a conlbination of
four things will happen.
I-His own inconle tax will be raised.
2-Enormously heavy sales taxes will be ilnposed
which always bear most heavily on the poor and those with
llloderate incomes.
3-A great luany social services ,,·ill suffer.
4-The governlnent lllust repudiate in whole or part
its enonnous burden of debt. And that last possibility
would be anathenla to the interests behind the lllillionaire's
(ll11endlnent.
1 ' he fact that the vicious call1paign against socialized 111edicine
has been so successful in intinlidating Congress, and that the
equally vicious and self-interested Inillionaires' amendruent should
have J11ade such progress in popular opinio!~, is proof that we
cannot trust to a kind of hit or Iniss praglnatism of particular
refOrl11S inspired by pressure politic;:s plus the intuitive wisdolU· of
voters. We shall have to do a better job of socialist education in
the l11eaning of the great principle of 1l1utual aid for the benefit
of us all.

CHAPTER

IV

SOCIALISM'S TOOLS
I t is obvious that the success of socialislll will not depend
111erely on its excellence as a theory, but also upon - the adequacy
of the tools it must use, its apparatus, or the agencies which must
carry it out. Here lies our great failure in Anlerica. We have rot
developed a mass party which is socialist, or at least on the way
to being socialist, in its general philosophy and progran1. That
is a l1latter which we must briefly discuss.
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Socialisln and the State
But first we must at least acknowledge the importance to
socialism of a correct theory of the state and the correct organization of governmental apparatus. At all times, the state must be
considered not as equivalent to society but as the essential trustee
of society for very important tasks. To the democratic socialist, the
state, while necessarily the most powerful and inclusive social
organization, must never be the total organization that it was in
Hitler's Germany and is in Stalin's Russia.
Other associations of men have an inherent right to exist.
Cooperatives and labor unions, scientific and professional societies,
civic and religious associations have their various and inlportant
roles to play. Their liberties and the rights of the individual must
always be protected against the overwhelming power of any state.
We have had enough experience with the welfare state in Alnerica
and with socialist governments in various countries to know that
this is by no means an ilnpossible task, although it requires vigilance. Therefore the socialist nlust always be concerned about
civil liberties. We have a right to argue, however, that belief in, and
support of, civil liberties is settled American theory which ought to
be respected and supported by all parties.

Efficiency and Honesty
The socialist must also always be concerned for the efficiency
and honesty of governillent and all its agencies. The weakest point
in the Truman Administration was doubtless the "mess" of corruption at Washington, the "mink coat brigade," the ease with
which men grew rich with the legal and illegal aid of government
employees. But the Republicans shared the low moral standards.
Socialists would need to be on guard against theln. Yet those standards as I have said were really part of the morality or ilnillorality
of our acquisitive society. Professor George A. Graham of Princeton,
in his excellent book, M01 ality in American Politics, proves that it
isn't the much and often criticised civil service bureaucracy that
is less moral than the public. Thus Gerald W. Johnson sumillarizes
Mr. Graham's findings (Herald-Tribune, Sept. 7, 1952):
0

Professor Graham's book makes a point of the fact that, of the seventeen collectors who were promoted through the civil service, not -one was
caught in any shady doings; but of the forty-seven who were appointed
by political influence, drawn, that is to say, from the general public, not
from the ranks of jobholders, rather more than one in six proved to be a
dubious character. The obvious inference is that the morals of the bureaucrats are rather better than the morals of the rest of us. The inference is
sustained by the fact that during the recent uproars over corruption in
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government, out of a total of 57,000 persons on the civil service list
handling tax money, only 166 have been dismissed for dishonesty.
"Any big private corporation that found the proportion of rogues
among its employees less than three-tenths of one per cent would pat
itself on the back, and with reason, for it is a low figure. But the suggestion that the average government hireling is an exceptionally honest man
is not to be tolerated because it conflicts with our traditional conception
of the rascally bureaucrat."

Quite clearly an alert socialist movement need not admit-or
fear-inherent dishonesty in bureaucracy, especially if the public
morality is raised by the socialist concept of the common good.

Socialism and the Constitution
The socialist can never subscribe to the notion that America or
any other country has already received by its Constitution or customs a perfect and unchangable form of government and pattern
of governmental institutions. General Eisenhower told a Philadelphia audience during his 1952 campaign; "There aren't going to
to any new isms in Washington in the next four years beyond the
Constitution conceived in this city."
That is pious nonsense. The Constitution was and is a great
human document, especially when one includes the Bill of Rights.
It is not perfect. Government under it cannot be carried out without some ism not mentioned in the Constitution. Even Eisenhower
believes in Republicanism.
Theoretically we should be better off now with quite different
governmental arrangements than we have. There was a time before
the Supreme Court validated basic New Deal legislation when
socialists generally were persuaded that the curbing of the power
of the Supreme Court would be necessary to the peaceful achievement of a socialist society in America. Under the line the Court
began to take in 1937, the Constitution would definitely be workable for a socialist government. Certainly the nation is by means
ready to prepare a new and better document. But at least three
immediate amendments are necessary to the real health of our
democracy. The first should provide for the direct popular election
of the president of the United States. The second should provide
machinery for settling a deadlcok between the president and Congress on vital issues by an appeal to the people. Now we are wholly
dependen t on the tyranny of the calendar with its recurring elections. The third amendment should make the Constitution itself
somewhat easier of amendment.
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Poli tical Alignments
I have discussed these amendments fully and carefully in my
book, A Socialist Faith. In that same book I have given at length
the reasons why our political system, as well as the American
economy, have militated against the growth of a strong Socialist
Party as one of the two lnajor parties.
Our great need in the political field is the growth of such a
party. In common, I think, with the majority of socialists, I have
not expected a mass party to grow like an oak out of an acorn from
the present Socialist Party. As far back as 1922, the Socialist Party
declared its willingness to participate in the formation of a labor
party. All my own campaigns have been inspired by the hope that
we might make those campaigns, and the party itself, a catalytic
agent, a nucleus, a sphearhead, use what figure of speech you
will, for the formation of a mass party, increasingly loyal to
democratic socialism.
Our original hope back in the twenties was that the Socialist
Party might play a role like that of the Independent Labor Party
in Britain within the Labor Party. Long since, I rejected that
analogy. Alnerican socialists cannot call a mass party into being
without labor support, but they do not want a party controlled by
labor unions to the saIne degree as in Great Britain. It has worked
there better than it would in America. Neither is it desirable
or indeed possible to contelnplate a pure socialist party within a
larger mass party. The plan did not work very many years in
Britain where the Independent Labor Party is today a slnall splinter
group outside the Labor Party. The Cooperative COlnlnonwealth
Federation of Canada which in many ways is a lnodel for what
socialists would like in Alnerica, started as a frank federation of
parties or groups, including Canadian socialists. It soon had to
reorganize itself as an organic party, not a federation. The history
of the Communist Party within united front movelnents in America
and elsewhere has raised a completely justified opposition to any
organized party or group within a labor union or any mass
political organization to which some nlembers of the larger organization owe a disciplined allegiance. T'he basis for a desirable mass
political party must be a broad general democratic socialist attitude
which will become more clearly defined by experience. It n1ay not
even use the term, socialist, but it will with increasing consciousness
accept a socialist philosophy.
There does not seeln to be an imlnediate likelihood that such
a new party, which is my heart's desire, will soon COine into being.
Ours is, by the nature of our constitutional systeln of electing a
President and by long cllston1, a two party country. I never ran
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for President to build a third party except as a first step to creating
a first or second party. The kind of pressures which would make a
new party of the sort I have sought are not present at the moment
in the American scene. Therefore, some socialists have come to
believe what I now think a possible, although by no means the
lllost desirable, solution for our problems of a meaningful political
realignment in America. It is that the Democratic Party may be
captured by genuinely progressive forces which will move in a
socialist direction and be educable by a socialist society or league
in which socialists will work energetically. This socialist league
should not try to function as a political party or a binding political
caucus in a party.
Today the Democratic Party is to a large extent a coalition of
opposites-a liberal Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota and a
reactionary Herman Talmadge of Georgia-rather than a genuine
party held together by a common principle or attitude toward
social problems. Obviously it will require something more than the
election of a Truman in 1948 or the outstanding campaign of a
Stevenson in 1952 to transfer the coalition into the kind of party
we want. It will require as a beginning a definite break in the
hold of the. solid South on the party; an end of the possibility that
Democrats can defeat the Delnocratic program and still remain
in positions of power within the Party.
In the presidential calnpaign of 1952, the Solid South was indeed' broken by the size of the vote for General Eisenhower and his
victory in important Southern states. On the other hand, Governor
Stevenson carried only Southern and border states . . It remains to
be seen whether the Republicans as a party can organize effectively
in the South or the Democrats cast off a predominantly Southern
and racist leadership. President Eisenhower will probably have to
depend in many important matters on a conservative RepublicanSouthern Democratic coalition in a Congress only nominally
controlled by his own Party, and that by a very nan:ow margin in
both Houses. Logically the situation should lead to a political realignlnent, but logic hasn't distinguished American political gecisions. The times are ripe for a new statement of political principles.
The Democrats (or their liberal wing) can hardly coast along on
no other inspiration than warmed over New Dealism which never
had nluch of a philosophy. The Republicans (or their conservative
Ula jority) hardly can go on with no uniting principles save emotional opposition to the New Deal whose social legislation they
dare not repeal, and unrealistic lip service to a dead laissez faire
economy. This ought to give democratic socialism a real opportunity if it will advance its fluid program in terms of the America
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of the second half of the 20th Century rather than of the 19th.
My own lack of success in building a strong socialist or socialistinspired party as one of the major parties in our two party system
deprives me of a right to dogmatize on what must be done. But as
I read the lessons of the past, the first job of socialists is today in
the strictest sense one of education, education of themselves in the
meaning of democratic socialism for our time, and then the education of their fellow Americans, especially in the great labor unions.
We no longer educate by running pro forma political campaigns.
This I acknowledge with sorrow.
We Socialists are>challenged to our task and to the discovery
of new techniques of service, both by our failure and success.
Socialist work has by no means been in vain. There is life and vitality in American democracy to which such work has contributed.
American democracy has done so much that we have no right to
despair of its capacity to solve the problems which confront us.
Our democracy, and the socialists who will function in it, may find
a better vocabulary to describe the things about which I ·have been
talking. I do not believe that they will find a right answer except
in terms of what I have been trying to describe as democratic
socialism.

Democratic vs. Revolutionary Socialism
For the present I know no better phrase. I think democratic
socialism more accurate and more descriptive than the old phrase,
social democracy. It is also more accurate and more descriptive
than the phrase, revolutionary socialism, popular with many socialists in the dark days of the thirties. The socialism which will carry
society toward a fellowship of free men will, in the best sense of the
word, be revolutionary. But the profound change which it seeks
will not be achieved in one blinding apocalypse. The working class
is not the Messiah which some of us thought. The Good Society
will be achieved by a process each stage of which must bring blessing to those who live in that era. It will not be achieved in America
by the violence commonly associated with the word, revolution.
Systematic violence in our modern complex civilization wherein
the weapons of violence are so deadly and indiscriminate in their
effects, will defile and cripple by its very nature the kind of society
which allegedly it may seek.
As a practical matter, a revolutionary socialism which disregards the normal democratic and constitutional processes in a
country like America would become revolutionary communismor maybe even a neo-fascism. The communists have already obtained a virtual monopoly on the necessary practices ot violence
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and deceit. They are on the field. There may be countries where
some revolutionary activity against tyranny can be socialist in its
control and objectives. America is not one of those countries. Indeed, looking back 0 history since World War I, one cannot cite
a country in which revolutionary violence has been steadily and
successfully employed to any other than a fascist or communist end.
In the present mood of Americans, it seems hardly necessary
to say these things. They were worth saying in the thirties. They
may conceivably be worth saying again in some time of great unemployment or new world war or other disaster. Assuredly it is the
business of the democratic socialist to help avert that kind of
disaster which will not open the door to socialism but to grim
dictatorial tyranny . We cannot afford to let things get worse in
order that they may get better.
There is an appeal especially to the young in the all or nothing
approach. Many men warm to the notion of one decisive conflict
and dedication to a militant cause. To them my description of
democratic socialism may not offer an equivalent appeal. I cannot
close my plea for it in any other way than by asking you, my readers,
to search your minds and hearts. Do you know a greater or nobler
challenge than to take your part as citizens, neighbors, workers,
thinkers, in the processes by which Wi! may the better use our marvelous technology, our democratic institutions, the state and other
basic forms of human associations, in the march toward the goal
of a world-wide fellowship of free men? Each stage of the jouTney,
each victory of peace and freedom win bring its rich reward.
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